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The spectroscopic requirements for the HF and HCt channels of the
Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) have been studied.
Recommendations for future spectroscopic research in support of HALOE
have been made on the basis of a review of the literature and an analysis
of high resolution stratospheric spectra. The most important
recommendations are (1) more accurate HF and HCt strengths and
Nz-proadened and self-broadened widths need to be determined, (2)
parameters are required for the numerous weak CH4 lines within the HF
channel, (3) polymer formation within the HALOE HF gas cells must be
studied, and (4) precise CH4 air-broadened halfwidths are needed for the
HCt channel region.
21.0 Introduction
The Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) is a solar occultation
experiment designed to measure the vertical profiles of important chemi-
cal species involved in stratospheric ozone chemistry, using a
combination of gas filter and broad-band radiometers (Russell et al.,
1977). The fundamental goal is to provide measurements of key species in
the CR.0x, ,NOx' and HOx chemical cycles on a global scale with
sufficient accuracy to resolve spatial and temporal variations.
This report presents results of a study of the spectroscopic
requi rements for the HALOE HF and HCR. channels. Gas fi lter radi ometry is
used for both channels since it provides the required sensitivity and
specificity. The measured HALOE signal is the correlation function of
absorption lines in the atmosphere and a gas correlation cell. A posi-
tive correlation is obtained from atmospheric absorption lines overlap-
ping with those of the gas cell both near the line center and in the
wings of the lines. An anticorrelation is obtained from non-overlapping
lines.
We have reviewed and evaluated the current state of knowledge of the
spectral line parameters of the stratospheric gases that hav~ absorption
features within the HCR. and HF chann~ls. The parameters of interest are
defined to be: (1) position (2) absolute strength, (3) energy of the
lower level of the transition, (4) air-broadened collisional halfwidth,
and (5) temperature dependence of the air-broadened collisional
halfwidth. These quantities are required for the HCR. and HF lines and
the interfering species in each channel in order to interpret the
gas-correlation signals from HALOE. In addition, since the HALOE
instrument and calibration cells contain mixtures of HF in N2 and
•
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HCI in N2, it is important to have accurate knowledge of the N2-broadened
and self-broadened HF and HCI collisional halfwidths. The accuracy of
the state of knowledge of these parameters is also assessed in this
report.
In section 2, we present line positions and identifications of
atmospheric and solar absorption features within the HF and Hel
channels. The identifications have been made through careful examination
of stratospheric balloon-borne, solar-occultation spectra kindly provided
to us by Dr. C. B. Farmer of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In section 3
the accuracy of the line parameters of the target and interfering species
is assessed for both channels. Since the correlation signals depend on
the interference near each of the HCI and HF lines within the HALOE
filters, these spectral regions are discussed in detail in section 4 on
the basis of the JPL spectra and other published data. In section 5,
recommendations are presented for future spectroscopic investigations in
support of HALOE.
The authors wish to thank R. Earl Thompson and Gloria Liu of Systems
and Applied Sciences Corporation for many useful discussions on the
results of their analysis of the HALOE gas cell spectra for HCI and HF,
and Dr. Richard Tipping of the University of Nebraska at Omaha for
helpful discussions of hydrogen halide line parameters.
2.0 Identification of Stratospheric Absorption Features Within the HCI
and HF Channels
2.1 Description of the Atlas
In this section we present solar absorption spectra obtained
during sunset with a high-resolution (0.18 cm- I ) Michelson
4interferometer by C. B. Farmer and his associates at the Jet
Propulsion laboratory (JPl). Details of the balloon flights and
trace gas mixing ratios derived from the spectra are described in
the work of Farmer et ale (1980).
The regions analyzed in this report are 2890-2990 cm- l for the
HCt channel and 4000-4160 cm- l for the HF channel. The HF channel
has 50-percent transmittance points at 4047±6 cm- l and 4109±6 cm- l
and a 5-percent transmittance width of 117 cm- l • The HCt channel
has 50-percent transmittance points of 2910±6 cm- l and a 2970±6 cm- l
with a width of 108 cm- l at the 5-percent transmittance points. For
the HCt region, we have studied the spectra recorded from a float
altitude of 37 km on May 18, 1976, near Palestine, Texas. The HF
region was covered during a flight from Broken Hill, Australia, on
March 23, 1977. The balloon altitude at sunset was 39 km.
In figures 1 to 26, signal amplitude is plotted as a function
of wavenumber for a 10 cm- l interval for a series of different solar
zenith angles. The amplitudes have been normalized to the highest
point within the HAlOE channel. The positions of the observed
spectral lines are indicated by vertical tick marks beneath the scan
in which they were marked. At the bottom of each frame, the mean
observed position of each line is indicated. The lines have been
assigned sequence numbers in order of increasing wavenumber for each
channel. The HCt region is covered in figures 1 to 10. Figures 11
to 26 span the HALOE HF channel.
The sequence numbers, observed wavenumbers and gas identifica-
tions are listed in Table 1 for the HCt channel and in Table 2 for
•
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the HF channel. Calibration of the wavenumber scale of the Texas
spectra was performed by comparing observed wavenumbers of isolated
features with accurately known line positions of N20, CH4, and H20
(Amiot and Guelachvili, 1976; Toth, et al., 1977; Flaud and
Camy-Peyret, 1975). The difference between observed and standard
positions is plotted against wavenumber in figure 27. The dashed
line is a linear least-squares fit to the data. This fit has been
used to calibrate the wavenumber scale in the HC~ region. The
scatter suggests that the calibrated positions of unblended lines
are accurate to about 0.01 cm- I • A similar calibration procedure
was adopted in the HF region. Accurate laboratory line positions of
isolated CH4 lines (Husson et al., 1972) and the R(l) line of HF
(Guelachvili, 1976) were compared to the measured values in the
stratospheric spectra.
In each. line of Tables 1 and 2, the sequence in which the
atmospheric molecular identifications are listed represents the
relative importance of each species as observed in the scan
corresponding to the lowest tangent altitude. Solar absorption
features are listed last. In the case of multiple identifications,
we include all species within a resolution element that could be
detected in the JPL spectra if only that species were present.
Identifications that are uncertain are marked with question marks,
whil e features that seem to be too strong or too broad to be due to
only the assigned species are indicated by "+1" or "1+." Minor
contributors to features are enclosed in parentheses. Unidentified
lines are marked with a question mark. In a few cases, weak
6features adjacent to intense absorption lines may be sidelobes of
the interferometric instrument line shape rather than real lines.
No effort was made to distinguish between the two.
2.2 Method of Identification
The majority of the assignments were made on the basis of
comparisons between the observational data and simulations produced
with the 1980 Air Force Geophysical Laboratory (AFGL) line data
(Rothman, 1981; Rothman et al., 1981) and the constituent profiles
derived from the JPL spectra by Farmer et ale (1980). A simulation
in the HC! region is shown in figure 28.
First-overtone solar CO lines were identified in the HF channel
with the aid of a simulation of a high-temperature carbon monoxide
spectrum. The carbon monoxide line positions were calculated with
the constants of Dale et ale (1979) for I2 CO and I3 CO • The Yo 3,
and YI 3 Dunham coefficients of I2CO have been changed on the,
basis of the measured positions of high-J lines reported in the
atlas of Goldman et ale (1982). Strengths were calculated with the
dipole moment function of Kirschner et ale (1977) following Tipping
(1976). Although a temperature of 6000 K was used in the
simulations, recent results indicate that a better fit to the data
can be obtained with a 4500 K layer. A number of other lines did
not change in strength with air mass and are listed as atomic solar
lines. A few have been identified in the HF region using the Hall
(1970) solar atlas.
Assignments for ozone within both channels were made using the




features in the HF channel were identified with the aid of
laboratory spectra recorded at 100 K and room temperature, using the
high resolution (0.06 cm- I ) interferometer at NASA Langley Research
Center. The room-temperature laboratory spectrum of CH4 covering
the entire HF channel is shown in figure 29. In figures 30 to 45,
the CH4 laboratory spectra at room temperature and ~100 K are shown
1
in 10-cm- segments along with the stratospheric solar absorption
\
spectrum recorded at a 94.7-degree solar zenith angle by the JPL
interferometer on the balloon flight from Broken Hill, Australia, in
_1
1977. These laboratory spectra were recorded at 0.12 cm
resolution using a HALOE test cell (10 cm path length) filled with
0.8 atm of pure CH 4 •
3.0 Evaluation of Spectroscopic Parameters
3.1 H35Ct and H37Ct
Positions of (1-0) band lines of both isotopes have been
recently measured to an absolute precision of about 0.001 cm- 1
(Guelachvili et al., 1981). This French group has combined these
measurements with experimental wavenumbers of the (2-0) and (3-0)
band lines (Guelachvili, 1976; Guelachvili et al., 1981) to obtain a
set of Dunham coefficients which can be used to calculate very accu-
rate lower level excitation energies (±3 x 10- 3 em-I).
Intensities of the (1-0) band have been measured by Penner and
Weber (1953), Benedict et ale (1956), Babrovet ale (1959), Toth et
al. (1970), Varanasi et al. (1972), and Lin et al. (1978). In Table
3, experimental R-branch line intensities from several of these
papers are compared with the values on the 1980 AFGL trace gas tape
8(Rothman et a1., 1981). It can be seen in the table that the 1980
AFGL line strengths appear to be consistently higher than the
measured values of Benedict et a1. (1956), Toth et a1. (1970), and
Varanasi et a1. (1972) for the RO through R8 lines, while the values
of Lin et a1. (1978) are 5 to 15 percent lower than those measured
by the other three groups. The systematic low values of Lin et a1.
(1978) have been attributed to the loss of HC~ to the walls of their
absorption cell. The strengths on the new AFGL tapes were
calculated by Ogilvie et a1. (1980) using a dipole moment function
derived from the line intensity measurements of Toth et a1. (1970)
and other investigators in the (1-0) and (2-0) bands, the intensity
measurements in the higher overtone bands by Gelfand et a1. (1981),
and molecular beam electric resonance data (Kaiser, 1970; Smith,
1973). The apparent systematic difference between the AFGL
intensities and the majority of measured values in the (1-0) band
arises from the fact that the fundamental dipole matrix element
derived from the complete set of available data (Smith, 1973) is 5
to 8 percent 1arger than that deri ved from the Toth et a1. (1970)
and Benedict et a1. (1956) data. The estimated uncertainty of the
AFGL line strengths is given as 10 percent. Varanasi et a1. (1972)
have noted differences of similar magnitude between the intensity
measurements of various laboratories. Their own values are in good
agreement (5 percent) with the measurements of Benedict et a1.
(1956) and Toth et a1. (1970) in the R-branch, but in the P-branch
their intensities agree very closely with the measurements of Babrov
et a1. (1959) and are about 10 percent higher than the Benedict et
a1. and Toth et a1. measurements.
..
9Ai r-broadened ha lfwi dths have not been measured for HeR.
lines. Values on the 1980 trace gas tape are the Nz-broadened
·halfwidths of Toth and Darnton (1974) and have an estimated
uncertainty of ±20 percent. Recently Houdeau et al. (1980)
have measured Nz-broadened halfwidths at 298 K and 163 K with an
uncertainty of less than 5 percent. Benedict et al. (1956),
Babrov et al. (1959), Rank et al. (1963), Miziolek (1977), and Lin'
et al. (1978) have also measured Nz broadening of HCR. in the (I-O)
band at room temperature with similar or larger uncertainty. These
results are summarized in Table 4. Toth and Darnton (1974) and
Benedict et al. (1956) have assumed that the J-dependent pattern of
Nz-broadened halfwidths is symmetrical about the band center and
have published only mean values as a function of Iml.
Although direct measurements of air-broadened HCR. linewidths
have not been reported, effective air-broadened widths may be
calculated from existing data on Nz-broadened and Oz-broadened
widths. Room temperature measurements of Oz-broadened halfwidths in
the (I-O) band have been reported for the PI - P8 lines by Babrov et
al. (1960), for the P7 - P9 lines by Miziolek (1977), and for lines
of both branches by Houdeau et al. (1980). 02-broadened half-
widths were also measured by Houdeau et al. (1980) at 163 K. These
results, along with a measurement of the Oz-broadened widths of the
RIO line in the (2-0) band by Rank et al. (1960), indicate that the
Oz-broadened widths have a different J-dependence than the Nz-
broadened values, and are as much as 50 percent smaller than the
corresponding Nz-broadened widths. Based on the Houdeau et al.
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(1980) data, we calculate n = 0.69 and 0.84 for the average value of
the temperature-dependence of the N2-broadened and 02-broadened
-nha1fwidths, respectively, where (Y/Yo) = (T/To) and the ha1fwidths
are in cm- 1 atm- 1 units.
Since the HALOE HC! instrument cell is filled with a gas
mixture containing 10 percent HCt by volume and 90 percent N2, se1f-
broadened HCt ha1fwidths cannot be neglected in the spectroscopic
determinations of total pressure within the cell and, consequently,
the modulation (or the correlation function). The self-broadened
ha1fwidths are also 2 to 4 times larger than the corresponding N2-
broadened ha1fwidths. The only known ~easurements of self-broadened
widths in the (1-0) band were made at relatively low resolution and
high pressures (Benedict et a1., 1956; Babrov et a1., 1960) and have
typical uncertainties of 7 to 14 percent.
An interesting result occurs in the retrievals of HCt mixing
ratios and total pressures in the HALOE gas cells from
high-resolution spectra which cover the whole (1-0) band. While the
mixing ratios derived from weak lines (J ~ 9) differs by 2 percent
or less from the P- to the R-branch, the pressure values retrieved
from stronger lines (5 i J i 8) are consistently 14 percent higher
in the P-branch than in the R-branch. Since retrievals with the
stronger lines are more sensitive to ha1fwidth, it is very likely
that this consistent difference in retrieved pressures is related to
an asymmetric J-dependent pattern of the self-broadened ha1fwidths
which indicates somewhat larger ha1fwidths in the P-branch than in
the R~branch. This type of asymmetry in the P- and R-branches for
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self-broadened halfwidths has been calculated for the HF (1-0) and
(3-0) bands. by Boulet et al. (1976), whose results agree very well
with the measurements of Lovell and Herget (1962) and Spell icy et
al. (1972). Asymmetries in the distribution of the self-broadened
halfwidths have also been measured in the HC! (4-0) through (7~0)
bands by Zughul et al. (1980) and have been discussed by DePristo et
al. (1981). It is unfortunate that the existing measurements of HC!
self-broadened halfwidths in the (1-0) band were not made with
sufficient accuracy to detect this asymmetry. To our knowledge, the
temperature dependence of HC! self-broadened halfwidths has not been
measured in the (1-0) band.
3.2 HF
The most precise wavenumbers available for the (1-0) band of HF
are the positions measured by Guelachvili (1976) with an absolute
_1
accuracy of ±0.00025 cm • The rotational constants obtained from
the (1-0) and (2-0) bands can be used to obtain very accurate lower
,-
state energies.
The HF line strengths on the 1980 AFGL trace gas tape (Rothman
et al., 1981) are based on the calculations of Ogilvie et al. (1980)
and are estimated to be accurate to about 10 percent. It should be
noted that these strengths are primarily based on the experimental
results of Lovell and Herget (1962) and other investigators at
elevated temperatures (usually 100°C) where polymer formation is
small. Experimental values are compared to the 1980 AFGL values in
Table 5. Polymer formation occurs at lower temperature and is
strongly pressure and temperature dependent (Smith, 1958a). The low
\
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concentration of HF in the stratosphere assures that HF
polymerization is negligible. However, polymer formation has been
observed in laboratory spectra at room temperature in the HALOE HF
cells (0.2 atm, 50 percent mixing ratio, N2 broadened) and is
stronger at the lowest expected operating temperature of the HALOE
instrument (260 K).
No measurements of air-broadened HF halfwidths have been
reported in the literature. Broadening efficiencies of five N2-
broadened lines were measured by Smith (1958b) at 25°C and 100°C.
These measurements have been used to determine the halfwidth values
listed on the current AFGL trace gas tape (Rothman et al., 1981).
The accuracy estimated for these halfwidths is ±20 percent, and
their temperature dependence is unknown.
Since the HALOE instrument HF cells are filled with a 50-50
mixture of HF in N2, accurate knowledge of self-broadened halfwidths
in the (I-D) band is essential for the spectroscopic analysis of
these cells and calculation of the modulation signal. Self-
broadened halfwidths in both branches of the band have been measured
in the laboratory at 373 K by Lovell and Herget (1962) and are in
good agreement with the theoretical calculations of Boulet et ale
(1976). Hinchen and Hobbs (1979) have measured halfwidths for the
P4 through P13 lines at room temperature (296 K) in conjunction with
a detailed study of the influence of polymer formation on absorption
in this region. Their values are in "good agreement" with the
earlier high-temperature results when scaled by the 1/~
relation, although precise error estimates are not given for either
..
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set of measurements. Room-temperature measurements of self-
broadened halfwidths for the R1 through R5 lines have also been
published by Beigang et al. (1979). However, these values are
consistently about 30 percent higher than those reported by the
investigators mentioned above. This discrepancy may be due to
experimental problems such as polymer formation or wall absorption,
which were not addressed in the Beigang et al. paper. Preliminary
results from HALOE HF gas cell analyses indicate that values of
self-broadened halfwidths are less than those of Lovell and Herget
(1962) by about 30 percent.
Collisional narrowing of HF fundamental band lines has been
observed by Pine (1980). Net narrowing of the Doppler distribution
was produced by Ne and Ar with Ne providing the larger effect.
However, no narrowing was observed for N2 and 02' the most important
atmospheric gases.
3.3 Line Parameters of Interference Gas Transitions in the HCt
Channel
As can be seen from identifications in Table 1, by far the
dominant interference gas in the HC~ channel is CH~. Absorption
lines of H20, 03' and N02, and a number of solar features have been
identified in the JPL balloon spectra, but they contribute only a
small fraction of the total absorption. In this section, the
accuracy of current state of the knowledge of the line parameters of
each of these interfering gases is discussed. We also briefly
consider the absorption line data for a number of other gases which
may contribute a small amount of absorption in the HC~ channel.
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(I) CH4
Methane line parameters have been extensively updated for
2385-3200 em-lin the 1980 AFGL compilation (Rothman, 1981; Toth et
al., 1981). This range covers the HC~ filter region. The accuracy
of the positions and strengths depends primarily on the degree of
_1
blending, but ranges from 0.001-0.006 em and 2 to 20 percent,
respectively. The current AFGL line strength cutoff value is 3.3 x
10-24 em/molecule, which should be low enough to evaluate the
effect of weak methane absorption on the HC~ modulation signal at
all stratospheric tangent altitudes.
Air-broadened halfwidths on the 1980 tape were taken from
the calculations of Tejwani and Fox (1974) and are in generally good
agreement with laboratory measurements. These values, however,
depend significantly on the magnitude of the octopole moment of
methane. a quantity not accurately known at present.
Quite reliable positions and intensities are now available
for the 2V2. VI, and V3 bands of water vapor. Line parameters for
all of the isotopic species are presented in the recent extensive
compilation of Flaud et al. (1981) along with a list of references
of their work. It is expected that these data will be included in
the next update of the AFGL compilation. Air-broadened halfwidths
on the 1980 AFGL tape were calculated from the theory of Davies and
Oli (1978).
(3) .Q3
Weak absorption by the 3V3 band of ozone occurs near the
high frequency edge of the HC~ channel. The positions on the AFGL
15
tape are accurate only within ±5 cm- 1 and do not correlate with
absorption features observed at high resolution in the JPL balloon
data or the Damon et ale (1981) ozone atlas. Assignments and
intensity measurements in the VI + V2 + V3 band (center at
_1) b (2779 cm are currently being made y Barbe private
communication~ 1981)~ and he has additional unanalyzed laboratory
spectra which cover the entire HCl filter region at a resolution of
. 1
0.025 cm- •
Until very recently~ air-broadened halfwidths of 03 were
known with no better than 60 percent accuracy. Hoell et ale (1982)
have measured air-broadening coefficients with much higher
accuracy (±5 percent) in the 91lm region, and other American and
French research groups are currently making similar measurements in
the 5 td 10 um and submillimeter regions. To our knowledge,
air-broadened 03 halfwidths have not been measured in the 2.5 Ilm and
3.3 Ilm regions~ and their temperature dependence has not been
studied.
(4) N02
1The VI + V3 band (vo = 2906 cm- ) occurs near the low
frequency edge of the HC~ channel. This band is quite intense, but
simulations by one of us (Park) indicate it does not produce
significant interference on the HC~ modulation signal. We
tentatively assign a number of weak absorption features to this gas
in Table 1.
Dana and Maillard (1978) have studied this band at
0.0033 cm- 1 resolution with a Fourier transform spectrometer.
Recently, strengths have been measured by Toth and Hunt (1980) at
16
0.02 cm- 1 resolution. These improvements were not included in the
1980 AFGL trace gas compilation (Rothman et al., 1981), but will be
made in future updates of the compilation (Rothman, private
communication, 1981).
(5) Other Gases
For the HALOE HCt channel, in addition to parameters for
the gases discussed above, the 1980 AFGL trace-gas compilation lists
spectroscopic parameters for a number of bands of formaldehyde
(H2CO). Our simulations of the expected stratospheric H2CO signal,
based on these line data and on the concentration profile of Ehhalt
and Tonnissen (1980), as well as our examination of the
stratospheric spectra, indicate that absorption by H2CO is
negligible above 22 km.
A number of small halocarbon and hydrocarbon species, which
have been detected in the lower stratosphere by gas chromatographic
techniques, also have absorption features which lie in the HCt
channel but which are not detectable in the JPL spectra. These
species include methyl chloride (CH3Ct), methyl chloroform
(CH3CCt3), ethylene (C2H4)' ethane (C2H6), and propane (C3Ha). As
was the case for H2CO, examination of the JPL spectra and estimates
of signal strength for the various gases based on the model
concentration profiles of Crutzen et ale (1978) indicate negligible
absorption by the small halocarbons and hydrocarbons above 22 km.
However, since the concentrations of these gases are increasing with
depth in the atmosphere, additional studies and spectroscopic data
are needed to determine their expected absorption in the lower
..
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stratosphere (12 to 22 kmj. High-resolution reference spectra
between 2 and 5~m for these species and other halocarbons and
hydrocarbons of stratospheric interest will be scanned at the
Langl ey Research Center in the near future.
3.4 Line Parameters of Interference Gas Transitions in the HF
Channels
In our analysis of the JPL Mark I spectra, we are able to
identify absorption lines from the stratospheric gases CH4, H20, and
03, as well as HF. Interference in the HF channel is much weaker
than in the HC~ channel at all stratospheric altitudes, and the
strongest absorbers are CH4 and H20. Numerous solar absorption
lines are prominent in the high-Sun spectra. Most are from the
first-overtone sequence (6v=2) of CO with a smaller number of solar
atomic lines. A discussion of the line parameter data for these
transitions follows.
(1) CH4
The strongest lines of methane in the HF channel belong to
the VI + V4 band of 12CH4 • The center of this band (vo =
4223 cm- I ) lies outside of the HF channel. Assignments and
molecular constants have been obtained for the reg.i on
4136-4288 cm- I by Husson et al. (1972) and Bobin (1974). The 13CH4
VI + V4 band has been analyzed by Pierre et ale (1978). Extended
assignments for the V3 + V4 band of 12CH4 have recently been
published by Hunt et ale (1981). Although the band center is at
4313 cm- I , transitions were assigned in the HALOE channel region
_I
to the P15 (--) manifold near 4070 cm • The majority of the CH4
lines in the HF channel have not yet been assigned,and no
'.
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high~resolution strength measurements are available at this time.
Many of the 1ines are probably from the v2 + 2v4 band (center near
4123 cm- 1 ). The upper level of this band is strongly perturbed
because of the close proximity of the vI + v4 and v3 + v4 levels.
Assignments and strengths are being determined in this spectral
region by the French group at Dijon (L. Brown, private
communication, 1981).
(2) Ji2Q
The strongest lines of water vapor in the HF channel are
from' 2v2' vI' and v3 bands. The parameters for these transitions
were discussed in the last section.
(3) Q3
Relatively strong ozone absorption occurs in the HF channel'
_1
at wavenumbers less than 4033 cm • The identification of 03 in
the JPL spectra is based on the laboratory spectra of Damon et al.
(1981) which were recorded at room temperature with a resolution of
_1
0.04 cm Their data indicate that the 03 absorption forms a
band head and that the HF channel is free of 03 lines for
_1
v > 4033 cm We are unaware of any research group that is
planning to obtain assignments or strengths of 03 in this spectral
region.
(4) Other Gases
In the HALOE HF channel, the 1980 AFGL compilations also
list line parameters for C02, N20, CO, and HI. For the first three
of these gases, our examination of the JPL spectra for tangent
altitudes down to 17 km, in addition to simulation studies,
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indicates nearly negligible absorption by these gases above that
altitude. For HI, no detectable absorption is expected anywhere in
the stratosphere since the expected concentration of this gas is, at
most, a few parts per trillion.
4.0 Evaluation of Interference at the HC! and HF Wavelengths
4.1 He!
The spectral region near each of the HC! lines in the HALOE
channel may be summarized as follows:
(1) RO H37C! ~~~~9~4~1113 cm- I
The laboratory spectra of Toth et al. (1977)
I(0.02 cm- resolution) indicate that this line occurs at
a wavelength nearly free of methane absorption. In the
IJPL balloon spectra (0.18 cm- resolution), this line is
clearly visible at the lower tangent altitudes, but our
simulations of these interferometric data indicate that
the HC! line is slightly blended with the sidelobes of two
adjacent, relatively strong CHq lines.
(2) RO H35C! ~o = 2906.2474 cm- I
This line is masked by the very strong F1(l)
component of the P11 line of the I2CHq V3 band. The
position of this methane line is 2906.2838 cm- I (Gherissi
et a1., 1981).
(3) R1 H37C! ~o = 2923.7330 cm- I
The lab spectra of Toth et al. (1977) show a
relatively strong methane feature at 2923.738 em-I. Our
simulations indicate that the CHq line is stronger than
20
thisHCR, line in the lower stratosphere. Dana and
Maillard (1978) list six relatively strong NOz features
within 0.04 cm-1 of this HCR, line.
(4) Rl H35CR,vo = 2925.8973 cm- 1
This line can be seen at all tangent altitudes in the
JPL data and is in a region free of methane and water
vapor absorption. Two relatively weak NOz lines have been
recorded at nearly the same wavelength by Dana and
Maillard (1978), but simulations indicate that
interference from these lines is negligible for the JPL
spectra.
(5) R2 H37CR, Vo = 2942.7226 cm- 1
This line is blended with a CH4 line at
_1
2942.676 cm • This blend is partially resolved in a
stratospheric spectrum recorded by Zander (1981) at
_1
0.04 cm resolution.
(6) R2 H35CR.~o = 2944.9157 cm- 1
This line is free of interference throughout most of
the stratosphere. A weak H20 line occurs at 2944.886 cm- 1
and would have to be considered at tangent altitudes less
than about 15 km (Zander, 1981).
(7) R3 H37CR. ~o = 2961.0688 cm- 1
In the JPL spectra this line is blended with a
-
1
methane feature at 2960.948 em . The two lines are
reso1ved in the 0.02 em
_1
resolution spectra of Kendall
and Buijs (1979), but their analysis suggests that this
HeR, line is overlapped by a weak, unidentified feature.
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(8) R3 H35Ct v = 2963.2857 cm- 1
_0-__
In the JPL balloon spectra this line is blended with
_1
a methane feature, but at 0.02 cm resolution these
(9)
lines' appear to be fully resolved and the HCt line is free
of interference (Kendall and Buijs, 1979).
R4 H37Ct v = 2978.7593 cm- 1~_--'-' Ou--__--'--__
This line is overlapped by the intense P4 line of the
12CH4 v3 band. The E(O) component occurs at
2978.8482 cm- 1 (Gherissi et al., 1981). This HCt line
is partially resolved at higher tangent altitudes in the
Kendall and Buijs (1979) spectra.
(10) R4 H35Ct va = 2981.0009 cm- 1
This line is blended with methane lines at 2980.841
and 2981.083 cm-1 in the JPL spectra, but is well
separated from the CH4 lines in the Kendall and Buijs
(1979) spectra.
4.2 HF
In this section we present a discussion of the interference
near each of the HF lines in the HALOE channel.
(1) RO HF Vo = 4000.9894 cm-~
This line is nearly coincident with the solar 12CO
. _1
R77 line of the (8-6) band at 4001.010 em • The Damon
et al. (1981) atlas of laboratory 03 spectra shows a weak
_1
ozone line at 4000.812 cm and a slightly stronger
_1
feature at 4001.089 cm • However, the HFjsolar CO
feature appears to be well separated from the surrounding
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03 features in the spectra of Kendall and Buijs. No CH 4
interference in ttfls region is indicated by our laboratory
spectra.
(2) R1 HF ~~.4038.9625 cm- I
This line is free of blending by solar and telluric
features (Zander, 1981; Zander et al., 1977; Farmer and·
Raper, 1977). An excellent 0.04 cm- I resolution
stratospheric spectrum has been presented in this region
by Zander (1981).
(3) R2 HF ~o_ = 4075.2936 cm- I
Thi s feature is blended with the solar I2CO R30 line
of the (7-5) band at 4075.292 cm _1 and a moderately
H2 I60 line 4075.316 cm
_1 (Flaud andstrong at
Camy-Peyret, 1975). No CH4 absorption was observed in our
laboratory spectra .at this frequency. High-Sun JPL
spectra indicate that there is also a solar atomic line
blended with this feature on the long wavelength side.
(4) R3 HF Vo = 4109.9363 cm- I
Our laboratory spectra indicate that this feature is
blended with a CH4 absorption line.
(5) R4 HF vo~4142.8460 cm- I
At the resolution of the JPL balloon data, this line
is blended with the Fl(O) and F2(0) components of the Pll
line of the VI + V4 I2CH4 band at 4142.636 cm- I (Husson et
al., 1972) and the P15 ~3-1) and P3 (4-2) band lines of
solar I2 CO at 4142.749 and 4142.873 cm- I, respectively.
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5.0 Requirements and Recommendations
In this section the spectroscopic requirements are presented
for the HF and HC! channels. Since a major objective of HALOE is to
derive the HF/HC! ratio, the line parameter accuracy requirements
reflect the need for an accurate absolute determination of the HF
and HC! gas mixing ratio profiles. Requirements for interpretation
of the spectra of the instrument and calibration cells, as well as
parameters for the atmospheric gases, are discussed. The accuracy
requirements for most parameters have been determined by varying
each parameter in simulations of the modulation signal as a function
of tangent altitude. This approach was used in the initial design
of the HALOE instrument (Russell et al., 1977). The values are
based on an instrument noise of 1 NEM (noise equivalent modulation)
and accuracies of the HALOE CH4 and H20 mixing ratio profiles of
15 percent. A 1-NEM error would result in an error of approximately
5 percent in the retrieved stratospheric gas mixing ratio for each
channel. Unfortunately, gaps in the existing spectroscopic data set
prevented study of some effects (e.g. absorption by CH4 in the HF
channel) so that a few accuracy requirements are estimates. Based
on the requirements defined here, recommendations have been made for
future spectroscopic research that would ~nhance the accuracy of
HALOE results.
5.1 Hydrogen Halides
Accurate knowledge of line parameters in the fundamental bands
of HC! and HF is essential not only for the analysis of the
instrument cells and calibration cells, but also for calculation of
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the modulation signal in these two channels. The nominal fill
conditions for the cells and requirements for pressure and mixing
ratio stability over a 2-year lifetime are listed in Table 6, along
with a summary of the 1ine-parameter accuracy requi rements which are
discussed in detail later in this section. The cell stability
requirements are based on the uncertainty in pressure or mixing
ratio which would produce an error of 1 NEM (noise equivalent
modulation) in the correlation signal.
We believe that the highest priority should be given to the
accurate determination of line strengths and widths in the HC! and
HF fundamental bands. Existing positions and assignments '
(Guelachvili, 1976; Guelachvili et al., 1981) are sufficiently
accurate (±O.OOl cm- 1 or better) to meet the needs of the HALOE
experiment. As has already been discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2,
absolute liri'e, strengths in these two bands are currently known with
an accuracy of 10 percent at best. However, the recent meaS'Jrements
of Gelfand et al. (1981) and Piollet-Mariel et al. (1981) in the
overtone bands of HC! indicate that it is currently possible to
measure hydrogen halide line strengths with uncertainties of 3 to 4
percent. We recommend that line strength measurements of similar
accuracy (at least ±3 percent) be carried out for the (1-0) bands of
both HF and HC!. For the purpose of quant i tat i ve analysis of the
HALOE gas cells, the measurements should cover both branches of each
band, out to J = 11 for HC! and J = 10 for HF.
The analysis of the stabi 1ity of the HALOE gas cells also
requires very accurate (±3'percent) knowledge of the self-broadened'
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and N2 -broadened halfwidths in the fundamental bands of HCt (to J =
8) and HF (to J = 9). Measurements of these halfwidths should be
performed at a range of temperatures from room temperature (296 K)
down to the lowest expected temperature of the HALOE instrument in
orbit (about 260 K). It is known that absorption from the wings of
HCl (1,0) band 1i nes is greater than predi cted by a Lorentz profil e
(Benedict et al., 1956; Varanasi et al., 1972). Rather large
deviations from the Lorentz shape were observed for self-broadened
lines by Benedict et ale (1956) when lv-vol> 2 em-I. Further work
is needed to define the far-wing line shape for HCt and HF self- and
N2-broadened lines so that the proper line shape can be used for the
calculation of the HALOE modulation signal.
For accurate simulation of the atmospheric absorption signal
due to HCt and HF, air-broadened halfwidths should be measured in
the (1-0) bands of both gases. This is especially important since
both the magnitude and J-dependence of the air-broadened halfwidths
may be si gnifi cantl y different from the correspondi ng N2-broadened
values. For the purposes of the HALOE experiment, only the low
J-lines (J < 5) in the R-branch of each band need to be measured
with the desired accuracy of ±5 percent. However, measurements
covering the entire (1-0) band for each gas would be of great value
for analysis of data from other remote sensing experiments. These
measurements should be made not only at room temperature, but also
over the range of typical stratospheric temperatures (200 to 270 K).
We strongly recommend that the HCt and HF 1i ne wi dth and
strength measurements be carried out by two or more independent
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research groups using different spectroscopic techniques (e.g.,
high-resolution grating spectrometers, Fourier-transform interfero-
meters, laser techniques). Intercomparison of the results obtained
by various groups should lead to a very reliable determination of
the line parameters required for HALOE.
The effect of HF polymerization is important for HALOE and
needs further study. For calculation of the gas cell spectrum (and
then the modulation signal), it is very important to determine the
fraction of HF molecules in the form of polymers at the operating
temperature of the HALOE instrument. Any overlap of the polymer
spectrum into the HF filter region must be known accurately so that
its effect on the modulation signal can be evaluated. Although a
laboratory study of polymer formation within the HALOE gas cells in
this low temperature range (260 to 300K) is currently under way at
the NASA Langley Research Center, an independent study by another
group is des~rable.
5.2 Interfering Species
Since the modulation signal results from .a correlation between
the atmospheric and gas cell absorption spectra, the spectroscopic
parameters are requi red to be known very accurately wi thin the
spectral interval s overl apped by the profil es of the gas cell
lines. For the conditions used to fill the instrument cells, this
interval is about 2 cm- 1 on both sides of the HF and HCt lines. The
accuracies listed in Table 6 refer to these spectral intervals.
Parameters of the atmospheric lines in the entire channel are still
needed in the HALOE analysi s, but the accuracy requi rements are much
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lower outside the spectral regions overlapped by the gas cell
lines. For the two primary interfering gases, CHq and H20, line
parameters are needed for all 1i nes· with str:engths greater than 1 X
10- 23 cm-1/molecule and 4 X 10- 2q cm-1/molecule, respectively. This
cutoff was selected so as to include all important interference
lines for tangent altituqes above 12 km. The line position accuracy
requirement is based on the Doppler halfwidth for CH q, the most
important interfering species. This. accuracy will allow the effect
of overlapping lines to be computed properly. Most groups can now
derive line positions to this accuracy. Specific discussions of
each channel follow.
HF Channel. As noted in previous sections, most of the
interfering absorption lines are due to CHq and H20. Since line
parameters are unavailable for almost all of the CHq lJnes, lab
studies are needed to obtain quantum assignments and accurate
positions, strengths, and halfwidths for these lines. Laboratory
groups should coordinate their efforts with the analysis in progress
at Dijon.
Water vapor causes a small but not insignificant contamination
within the HF channel. The H20 interference can be evaluated to the
accuracy required by HALOE from the 6 ~m band inversion results and
the line parameters of Flaud et .al. (1981).
Although no parameters are available for the strong 03
absorption lines observed at v < 4033 cm- 1 in the JPL balloon
spectra, these data are not essential for HALOE because the ozone
absorption occurs only near the long wavelength edge of the filter
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for the HF channel. Only the RO line of HF is in the region of 03
absorption, and a negligible effect is expected on the modulation
signal.
In the JPL spectra, a number of relatively strong solar lines
were identified near the HF lines. Since the T vs. T relation
changes across the solar disk, the strength of these lines will vary
from the limb to the center of the disk. This effect occurs in
addition to the variation of the brightness of the solar continuum
known as limb darkening. Most of the solar lines have been
identified as transitions from the first-overtone sequence of carbon
monoxide (CO). For these features, the absorption is strongest at
the solar limb where cooler, higher layers of the solar atmosphere
are viewed and formation of CO molecules from carbon and oxygen
atoms is more complete. This effect should be considered-.for HALOE
since atmospheric refraction changes the instrumental field-of-view
on the solar disk as a function of tangent altitude.
Lines of HF have also been observed in sunspot umbra (Hall,
1970). Since sunspots cover only a very small fraction of the solar
disk, their effect should be negligible for HALOE.
HC! Channel. The HC! gas correlation signal is significantly
affected by strong, overlapping absorption by CH4. Fortunately, as
noted in section 3, parameters for the numerous methane bands in
this region have been compiled for the 1980 AFGL tape by Toth et
al. (1981). These positions, strengths, and lower state energies
should be adequate for computing the effect of methane interference
at all tangent altitudes. Measurements of CH4 air-broadened half-
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widths with an accuracy of 10 percent or better are needed to check
the accuracy of the Tejwani and Fox (1974) halfwidths currently on
the 1980 AFGL tape.
Absorption by H20 has a small, but not negligible effect on the
modulation signal. As for the HF channel, the line parameters of
Flaud et al. (1981) should be accurate enough to correct for the
water vapor contamination. Interference from N02 and 03 is
negligible. '.
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106 ::;:: I~j ~2 '::) .. :t.~SO (:1-·14-
1.07 ~~ .~) ~~ .~) .. 472 .,;:-
10:::: ~~: '~) :2 .~:, ,. '701 '?
109 ~2'~i:~::()• ()40 CH4
1 lO :2~ '?-) ::::() n 40:::: '?
:I. 1 l :~~ '~) ::::() .1.:.6:1. .-;:.
1. 12 ~;~ '~) :~:() .921 '?





4:~::::: CH4 + 0-;:-
1 1 ~.~; ::~~~i::,: 1.
·
7::::0 CHil·
1 16 ::2 '::) :::: ::2 • ():;~~:;2 CH4
:I. 17 :~: '~) :::: ;~~ " :;~4,~:i CH4
1 1:::: 2'~')::'::2" ~i7 1 C:H4 ( .? )
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~;;: '~) ~i'7 II e, :::: '~I
::2 '~i ~5 ::::.. 1 1- ~:'
29~~i::'~:. (:'():1.
~~: ,) ~i I::) " ()() :~~
~~';;)~:;t:). ';;)74
2962. ~:'01
:2 ,~, (:. :::: II ::;~1:..()
~"2 .~) 1.:.. :~: If 4· '~i 1:..





















CH4 -I- ( 1--120 )
CH4
C:H4







































4'~/1.:..,·5.~ ::: 1. ~3
~~.: I;)t ..(:,,, ,() :~:'7
~~966. 407
~2 '~I(:'7 , 1 :::::~
2967.. ::::70
2'''(:.::::. 111......
~~ ''96.. :=.: II .q.l~.()
:~~ '3)(:, ::::. '7 :~: ::;:
:;:'~J7·()·. :2~;~';'














::~ ';/77 p :::: ::::: /.;,
2977.6::;::1
:~:';:J'77 • 947
L~ ':.'7 ::: l~ ~;:~ ::::.4
::2'~}'?:;3" '7~~'7
:;~ ~:'17 :::. '~)J+ t~
2979.'700
~2 .~)7 .~, • '~) ~:i 1
:2'?)::::(). :~:u)·~
::;~9::::0. 7"74,'







H20 + ( CH4) + SOl",I·)H
CH4
CH4






















«(:H4) .,.. ~;:a::ll".An( '1;')
H~~O + o::~ (,,?)
CH4








































































~5 4001. • ~544
I.~, 400:;;:: • O'-:}7
"7 4002. 5:34,










1:3 ,,~ (ll) '7 • ~i') :;:;:
j 9 4007. 9::::"/
20 400::::. 178
2 1 "I, ell):;:: • ~:; '7::::




~;~ ::.: .£1. () :I..1. • ::::7 :=.:
29 4011. (:.1.1-4
:::::0 4012.093
:::: 1 4012. :::::70
:~::;~ 4c):I.::;::. /:',::::':;"
::;: :::: LI· ():L :~: II 1 :::: ::::
::::4 401::::. ::::70
::~:!:i 4 (ll :::~ n ::: 4 ::::
:::;:6 40:l.4.2::i7
::::-7 4014.497
:::: ::: 4 () :J. 4 .. :::: 1::::
:::: ';:) 4· () 1!:i. j,lf 1
I DE:N'l' I F' I C(.~T I ON
0:::: + H20 • SOLAR co
0:,:::
HF +. o:~:: (? ) + $OLAF~ (:0
0:::: + H20 + SOLAR co
03 + tH4 + SOLAR co
en -+- CH4
03 + ~:;OLAf~ co
0:::::
0::3 "'" '~TOt1 JC ::;:;OI....AF< + :::a)L.AF~ co
0:::;:
(I::::
03 + SI)LAIi eel





H20 + {)::::+ :;ii;ClI•.fH·{ Cf)
0::::
o::~: "'" :::;Ol....t-'~F{ CO +A'IJifN Ie ':;:a;JLAR
H::;ifO +cr::: 'i- (:::;OU~R ICO>









0:,::: +- ::::;OU,~R Cf)
,,"120+0:~::
0::;:: + :::;()u,w< eel
0:::: + ::::;c:iIA~F~ CO
o::~: + 8f::tI.3Hi c':(:t
(I:::: + ::;;OLAI;~ (:0








(eM -I ) I DENTIFIC(~TION. .
40 40 1~iu ::r7l
41 .401 !:i • :;::90
42 4016 .. 047
4:3 4016. :346
44 4016.97~::
4!:i I.~O 17 • 44::::
46 401::: .. 490
47 /.I.() 1::::" ::::::::t.





~5:::: 4·021 • :::Kl(;.
~54 4021 • ::;::27
!:i ~:~ 4·() :~~ :~::,.II (:' ::.: '7
~5'""" 4t)~?:3 If :;?~)::::








(:,'7 LJ·():;;:~·7 ,. !5:::::::;:
1.:. ::.: Lt· () :2:::;: If () ~~~ :I.
l:.I;:1 ·4() :~:: ::::,. ::~: t -;:)






'7"7 40::::: 1. " 375
0::::
0::': .... SOLN~ eel
CY3 + ~:a)L.AR co
(I:;::
[I:::: + SOL.AF~ CO
0:::: + ~30LAR eel
H20 + 03+ SOLAR CO
CH4 +- (O:::r?) .... ~:::;OLAH co
~=;OLAF< CO
H20"" 0::::
0:;:: + ::;:OI....f.'R co
0:::: + ~::;Ol..AH eel
H:20 + OJ
ATC)M I C ::soum
0::::: + S;OI....Af~ eel
0:::: +- :::;OU~R CO
(13
0::::
0:::: + ~:::OI....Ni: CC)
0:;::




()::.::: + ( CH4 )
0:.:: + «(:H£f·)
0:::: + 80l....AH co
0:3 + :;:;OLJ~H co
03 + ATOMIC SOLAR
() :::: + :::; ClI..• (~I:;: CCl
0::;:
o::~: + ~::;OL(')R (:0
03 ..,.. H20 .... SOLAH CO
0:::: .... ~::;OU~R co
0:::: + ::;aX.. AR CO
0:::; + ATOMIC ::::OLAFi:
0:::: + ~=;OLAI::-': co
08 + H20 + ATOMIC SOLAR
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./( H20) + SOl...AF~ CO
~30L(.~R 1:::0
CH4 + SOLAR CO
(~\TOt1 I C :=;OI.JW~
~=a::II.._AR CO
:::OL(4H C:C)
H~~~O + :::a)LAl~ co
H~::O '+- CH4 (? )






















CODE V (OBSERVFD) IDENTIFICATION·
1\.10. ( C:t"l- I )
120 4058.640 CH4
1 :;~: 1 /I·()~51):f ()!'j::::~ C:~~·t/~ (.)
j.22 4(')~5S~III~~~:~5 :~~(~~.".Ar~ (~(:I
:I. :Z:::::·q·()60 " O:;:::~5 CH/~ (.;.) +. r::\ TIJI"I J C SC"".. ('~F~
1. :~::.q. il·0(:00 " :~::(.., 1. ,··1:;:::(;1 + ::::CtlJ);'·;: C:(J




















I.l~:'j(.... ::: .. i-'Il~;:;~~
/~0 (:. i!. ".::::::: :::
40b4" '::12\'
l1- ()() ~5 II ~5~3 '.?
l:t-{)(I~::;" '/'7:=::
ll·066" leo
i). () (I)' It ::::1 ~~:~ /:'




1;:H4 (.;:.) ..I- ~;::;OIJ\d:'{ eel
(:J., /1· (.:,)
(:~"1/I· ("?) ··t.. ~3r::t .... \f:: f:.~(J
~::; ()! ..Pd~ Cf)
~:':;(~L.{)r:~~ c (:~
:7,::; () t. (~i t·;: C: ()
::::;'-J L. {\ ~.~~ (: f :t
~~:; I'}i ... {:1 :::;~ C: ("I
f:', L~ ~~. (,,?:;
:::I}l.(\": c:\)
:1. ~50 i!. 0 '7 :I. " /1· '7' ("
1!::;:I. lJ.()] 1."
:I. ~5 ~;;:~ /,}. () :7 ~~: II :::::f) /:'
1 !:i ::::: 1.1· 0 '7::::: , '~:i l?
:1. ~i4 . 407:::::" :I. ::<.::
:l. ~~:i ~::i rq. () '7 :::;; fI ::;~ "/ (:>
1 ~~;.!::. il·O'7:::::" C::4/.~
1 ~5'? L~()~;~ il· It 1C:';::"
:I. ~:;;:=: 4074" ~::i40
:I. !:::'.;;! 1.1·07/1·" 962
(:1-1,(,1· ('?) .,. ~:::;OLJ)r:;.: co
(yr() 1'1 I c: ~::;cn.Pi F\
:::;; ()L.Ii !:~ CI)
I:::!V~ ;; .~,) 00\- ::::;UL(~F;: CO
H20.,. (CH4) + SOLAR CO
C:H4 + SCIL.J)!:~ CO






















































. 4- () :::(). '7 ::: :~~:
40::?1.2/:..:I.
4():::1 . ::: 1!:t
l~O::: 1 • 9:~::O
4():::2. :::: t 4
4 ():::::2.. !::i ~~:~ ::;~


















H20 + HF + SOLAR CO
::::;CII.• (')I:~ C:(:t
::::Ctl...AH C:O




CH4 + ~:::;CII..• ('"H~ C()
:::;(II.... N:;; (:0
CH4 (?) + SOLAR CO
::;;CH... AF< CO
H::;::O + ::KILAR eCI
~::;OLAF~ CO
( I··L;~0 ) + :::;OL..N~ e[I
(:H4 + ~::;OLAf~ CO






CH4 (?) + SOLAR CO
C:H·f.l· (?)
~::;(IL(·)H cel
CH4 (?) + SOLAR CO
CH4 (?) + SOLAR CO
H2C) -I.. ~:;OLAF~ co
CI-·14
:::;;CH.. AR (:0
CH4 + SOLAR CO + (ATOMIC SOLAR)
H::?CI + ::::;()I.:..r~f~ CO
CH4 (?) +SOLAR CO
SOLAF~ co
'.3IJt...AF< c.()
CH4 +- ~::;OLAF:;: (:0












::;:~() ::3 L~ () '~/::-~.. () (;:t ,~";.
204 409:2.279
20~i 40'~'):;;::. 94"7







::2 1. :::;: 4 () '~~ (,~t,. () !:i::::
:? 1.4 4096. :~::7~)
::? 1.l::., 40':"7.04::::
:217 L.I· ()';;;7 • :20:;::
:2 1::3 4097 • ~:i66
::2 :I. Ii' L~ (; '~i-l II :::: '7 ~)
:;;:~2() 4 ()I;J:::: .. l :~~~6
:221 40'::)::;:. 67 't
~? :;:~:3 4· () .~) I;:) It :~~: 1()
~~~:~::'+ 4·()'}'~) n ::;:'71.
:2:25 ·41. 00. 4!:::;!::i
226 4101. • ~)()~)
:2::a 4:1. 0 :1.• ::;::::26
22:::;: 4:l. O~~:. 1. 07
229 410:2.416
~~ :~: () L~ 1. ()~? .. :~:: I~:II..-'I
2::::: 1. 41. 0:::::. 20:::::




:2::::7 41 O~i. 47 (,:'
2:3:;::: 4Hlf5.721
2:::: ,) 4 1() 1:.:'" () :::~ ::~:
I DI:::NTIF I CATION
SOL.AH CO









CH4 (?) + ATOMIC SOLAR











CH4 + SOLc::')H CO
'?
SOLAR CO + ATOMIC SOL.AH (?)
CH4
CH4 + SOLAR CO + ATOMIC SOLAR
C:H4 (?)
CH4 + SOL.AR CO
CH4
CHI.j·
CH4 + :::::OU'lH CO
CH4
H20
CH4 (?) + SOLAR CO
H:;;::O + ( C1-I4· )
CH4











24~::; £~ 107. ::;:::::4
246 410::'::.2:1.0





::-:::52 4:1. :1.0. 690
::;::~i:::: L.lil :t. II ()i~:I.
2~54 4:1.12.42~5
256 4:1.13.14:1.
257 4:1. :I.::':" 4!5"7
25::;: 4 1. 1 oCt. :::::~~:·7
259 41 :1.4. :::79
260 41 :I. ~)" 21 ::.::
2t:.:I. 4:1. l!:i. /.:.::::7
26:::: 41 1.6" ~~~:31
264 4116. :~~:4':~
~~~~,~5 4117' . ~~~·4:t.
:?66 L~ 11 )' • 615
~-::':67 4:1. :I. 7. :;:':(,:.9
2t:8J 4:1. :I. 9. :I. 9';:"'
270 4·119. :39';:"'
27:1. 4·119.720
::;::7:;;:: 4120. :;;~ 11
:;;:~7::': 'H20. 642
274 4120.999
275 4121 • ::::/.:.:::.:
2'76 4121,6':;17
277 4121 • 9::~::::
IDENTIFICATION




( CH4) -I- ~:;OLAR co
CH·(,~
CH4
SOL.AR FE + SOLAR CO




CH4 -I- SOL.AR CO
C:H'~ + ~:;OLAI:~ CCI
CH4
CH4 + SOLAR CO + ATOMIC SOLAR
C:H4 + ~::;tJL(.)H co
CH4 + ~:;OUir~ C:O
CH4 + ~:':;OL.r-)I:;: co
C:H'~ + ~:~;OU~IR CCI
CH4
CH4 + ~::;OL.M~ CO
CH4 -I- ATOMIC SOLAR
~::;OU)f;: co
(::H4 -I- SOLAf~ CO
(:H4
(CH4) + ATOMIC SOLAR -I- SOL.AR CO
CH4· + ~=;OU·iH CO
(:H4
C:Ht.~ + SOI...f..\R eCI
CH4
CH4 -I- ATOMIC SOLAR
::':;OL.AR CD
CH4 + :3CIL.(.~R C(;:t
H20 -I- SOL.AR CO
CH4
CH4
CI..·!·q· + ~;:,;cll..Jm co





























41. :~:~: .. t:i:3~:i
4· 1 ~~~ :::: " ';, tt =::=
4·124. :206
4:1.24.7::':1




41 ~~,~. II l.:,5t,
41::n" 19~5
4127 • :~:07
LJ. 1 :;~: :::::.. '7 () ::~:
4:1.2'::/" 124
L~ 1 ~~;'~} " :3~:~::~:
412':" " ';)::~::2
41 :30" 0::;:4·
4·1. ::.:() .. I:.,l ::::
41 ::::: 1 • i.~O 1
4 1:3:;;:: " 1.~.~i4
4:1. :3::::" ()::::: 1
L~ 1. :~:: ::~:.. :;~:: ,~:, ~5




l~ 1:::: 4 " :~:: ~::' l.:.
41 ::~:~i. :306
41 ::::~:i. 490
4·1 ::::~5 It ::':'~;'7
4:l. ::~:7 • 244
41 ::::-7" ::::66
4137. 7~i4
1.1- 1 :::: ::::" :2 ::;:'~
CH4 + SOLAH CO
CH4 + (H20) + SOLAR CO
CH4 + SOL?~I;: CO
CI-·14 + SOU)!i CO







CH4 + :::;OLAR CO
CH4 + :;:;OL.AR CO
CH4 + (H20) + SOLAR CO




CH4 ..... :=:OLAF~ CO
::::()I....AR CO
CH4 ..... ::::OLAH CO
CH·4 + ~::;OU~R co
::::;OLA~;: CO
(CI-I4) + H20 + SOLAR CO
CH4 ..... SOI.J·)F~ CO
H20
CH4 ... ~=;OLAH CO
SOLAR C(J
H20
CH4 + ::::OI...J\I~ CO





CH4 + ::;;OLAR CO
C:H4 + ?HOM I C SOL.AR
:::;OU~R CO
C:H4 ... SCILAF< C:O





::-::2() 41 :;::::. ~i()~i
::3 ::;~ 1 L~ 1:::: :::: II (:: Lt· ()
::':22 4·1 :~:'~)'il 2()()
::::2:3 41. ::::') .. :31:.11
::~::;~4 4 1:::: ':) • ::: ;~J 1.:.
:::::25 4140.41::;:
::326 L~ 140 .. ::;:6:l.
:::::27 4:l. 41 • :;?:2'~'
:;::2::: 4 :l. 41 .. /:..6/.:.
:::::2';:' 4141 .. '~'i::':4
::::::::;:0 414:2. 1~:'2
:::;:::::1 4:1. 42 .. e,7:::::
::.: ::;: ~~ 4 1. 4:"2 If ~) :~~ ::::
::::::::::3 414:3 a ::;::!:i'~') ,
::335 4144. '700
::::::~:I.:.. 414~5 u ::::::::4
:::::T7 Lt·14~:'. '::'25
:;::~:::3 4 1. 4·1;, If ::,: 4 ::::
:::::::::';:' 4146. 702
::;;:40 4147.496
:34:1. 41 LI·7. :::::44
:::::4:;;:~ 414·:'::::. !54f::.
:::: 4 :~: 4 1 4 ::::. :::: ~~-:i ::::
::;::44 414·9. ::::7:::
::;;:45 4149. LI·99
::::46 41 !:50 .. O!::,:::::
:::;:47 41!::iO. ~i62 .
::':48 41 ~i:l. .. 0::': 1.
:::::49 4151 .. 402
::;;:50 41 !:i 1. .. ~:i22
:::::51 41 !::i2 • 0:30
:~~:~i2 41 !'5::~ .. ~'2~r?
:3~i ::;:: 4 1!:i ::~ .. (:. () ::::
::':54 4·1 !:i3 .. ::~: 1 1
::::!55 41 ~:i::::. 64(~.
::::~:;e, 41 ~i4. 1. :l. :2
::357 L~ 1~54 .. ~i!50
35';:J 4:1. ~i~'. '::/1)'<'\.
IDENTIFICATION
:;::;0L.{4R (:0
H20 + :;::OL.f.H::: eCI
CH4 + SOL.Ar::: CO
CH4 + H20 + :::;OU·)R CO •
SOI....AF~ CO
CH4 + :::;;OI...{~R eel
:;:::OL.AR CO
:;:;ou)r~ CO
( CH4) -I.. SOL.AF::: co
H::;::O + :::;:OU)F::: CO
SOL.AF::: co
CH4 + :~:;Ol...f:)H 1...:1...1
HF + H20 + SOL.AR CO










CH4 + (H20) -I- SOL.AR CO




CH4 + SOLAR ATOMIC
CH4
:;30u::m CO




CH4 + (:::;OL('W~ CO)
CH4 -I- ::::;C)l,...AF~ C::O













v ( OBSEF~'v'ED )
(CM-I )
41, !5'7 • 2~:iO
41. ~:i'7 • ~i:30
41.!58.!'"::i41
41 ~~i'::1 • 061
4·1 !:i9 • 460
IDENTIFICATION






CH4 + H20 + SOLAR CO




Comparison of Line Intensities em
in the R-Branch of the (1-0)
_1 )





- -------~- - ---.---
Toth etal • Benedict et Lin et Varanas i et
(1970). al. (1956) al. (1978) al. (1972)
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Table 4
Comparison of Nitrogen-broadened HC! (1-0) Band
_1 _1 ' ..
Halfwidths (em atm at 296.K.)
53
Toth and Houdeau Babrov Benediet* Rank LinDarnton* et al • et al. et al. et al. et al. Miziolek
m (1974 ) (1980) (1960) (1956) (1963) (1978) (1977)
-11 0.0172
-10 0.0204
- 9 0.0247 0.0220 0.0307
- 8 0.0337 0.0269 0.031 0.0325 0.0349
- 7 0.0412 0.0365 0.040 0.0420 0.0443
- 6 0.0543 0.0437 0.054 0.0585
- 5 0.0642 0.0579 0.0597 0.062 0.0731
- 4 0.0795 0.0681 0.0646 0.069 0.0900 0.0775
- 3 0.0920 0.0770 0.0728 0.089 0.0985 0.0900
- 2 0.0952 0.0837 0.0857 0.088 0.0960 0.0973
- 1 0.0967 0.0928 0.0932 0.092 0.1035 0.09971 0.0967 0.0885 0.092 0.1105 0.10602 0.0952 0.0811 0.088 0.0980 0.10113 0.0920 0.0739 0.089 0.0955 0.09594 0.0795 0.0681 0.069 0.0845 0.0885
5 0.0642 0.0584 0.062 0.0665 0.0722
6 0.0543 0.0460 0.054 0.0565 0.05507 0.0412 0.0353 0.040 0.0395 0.04358 0.0337 0.0259 0.031 0.0305 0.03129 0.0247 0.0270 0.021610 0.0204 0.0180
11 0.0172
*Individual measurements of P and R branch widths not presented. We
list the same values for the corresponding lines of both branches.
Tab1e 5
Comparison of Line Intensities (cm- 2atm- 1 at 296 K) of ~)
the (1,0) Band of HF*, ';')",
'<
Line 1980 Lovell and Kuipers Hinchen andAFGL Herget (1962) (1958) Hobbs (1979)
P12 1. 52 (-4) 1.58{-4)
Pll 1.38{-3) 1.43{ -3)PIO 1.04{-2) 1.08{-2)
P9 6.44{~2) 6.57{-2)
P8 3.25{-1) 3.22{-1)
P7 1.33{+0) 1. 55{+0) 1.34{+0)
P6 4.4l{+0) 4.44{+0) 4.29{+0) 4.39{+0)
P5 1.l6{+1) 1.l6{+1) 1.3l{+1) 1.l6{+1)
P4 2.43{+1) 2.42{+1) 2.80{+1) 2.45{+1)
P3 3.89{+1) 3.74(+1) 4.71(+1)
P2 4.54{+1) 4.56{+1) 5.l6{+1)
PI 3.25{+1) 3.32{+1) 3.87{+1)
RO 3.67{+1) 3.72{+1) 3.97{+1)
Rl 5.78{+1) 5.55{+1) 6.49{+1)
R2 5.60{+1) 5.85{+1) 6.07{+1)
R3 3.94{+1) 4.06{+1) 4.06{+1)
R4 2.l3{+1) 2.l8{+1) 1.97{+1)
R5 9.l2{+0) 9.l5{+0) 8.87{+0)
R6 3.I2{+0) 2.95{+0) 2.58{+0)
R7 8.60{-1) 6.94{-1) 6.34{+0)









HALOE HeR, and HF Ce 11 Conditions
and Line Parameter Requirements
.'
HCR, HF
Nominal Fi 11 Conditions
• Instrument CeJ1
- Pressure 0.1 atm 0.'2 atm
- Mixing Ratio 0.1 0.5
• Calibration Cell 1
- Pressure 0.07 atm 0.07 atm
- Mixing Ratio 0.021 0.021
• Calibration Cell 2
- Pressure O.Olatm 0.01 atm
- Mixing ratio 0.064 0.008
,
Gas Cell Stability Requirements
- Pressure 3% 10%
- Mixing Ratio 3% 10%
Line-parameter Accuracy Requirements
• Absorbi ng Gas
- Position ±0.003 cm- 1 ±0.003 cm- 1
- Strength 3% 3%
- Self-broadened Halfwidth 3% 3%
- N2-broadened Halfwidth 3% 3%
- Air-broadened Halfwidth 5% 5%
• Interfering Gases
- Position ±O.003 cm- 1 ±0.003 cm- 1
- Strength (see text) 3 to 5%, 3 to 5%
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Figure 9.-JPL stratospheric spectra in the region 2970-2980 cm- 1.
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Figure 18.-JPL stratospheric spectra in the region 4070-4080 cm-1
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Figure 20.-JPL stratospheric spectra in the region 4090-4100 cm-1.
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Figure 29.-Room-temperature laboratory spectrum of methane recorded with 0.8 atm
of pure CH4 in a lO em path length HALOE test cell.
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30.-Comparison between 100 K and 300 K methane laboratory spectra a?d a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (tangent altitude=18.5 km) in the region 4000-4010 cm- .
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3l.-Comparison between 100 Kand 300 K methane laboratory spectra and
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Figur.e 34.-Comparison between 10? K,.and 300 K m~thane laboratory spectra and a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (tangent altltude=18.5 km) In the region 4040-4050 em-I.
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35. -Compari son betv>/een 100 K and 300 K methane 1aboratory spectra a?d a JPL stratospheric
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Figure 36.-Comparison between 100 K and 300 K methane laboratory spectra and a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (tangent altitude=18.5 km)in the region 4060-4070 cm- l .
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'Figure ·37. -C-omparison between lOG K alld 300 K methane laboratory spectra a~d .a JPL
spectrum (tangent aHitude=18.5 km) in the region 4070-40£0 cm- .
" •
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Figure 38.-Comparis-on between 100 K and 300 Kmethane laboratory spectra aDd a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (t2ngent altitude=18.5 km) in the region 4080-4090 em-I.
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fi gure 39. -Compari son between lao K and 3DO K methane hboratoryspectra a~d a JPL stratasph2ric
spectrum (tangent altitude=18.5 km} in th2 region 4090-4100 cm- . .
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Figure 40.-Comparison between 100 K and 300 K methane laboratory spectra am:! a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (tangent altitud~=18.5 km) in the region 4100-4110 cm~l
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Figure 41.--Comparison between 100 K and 300 K methane laboratory spectra and a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (tangent altitude=18.5 km) in the regiBn 4110-4120 cm-1.
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Figure 42.-Comparison between 100 K and 300 K methane laboratory spectra and a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (tangent a1titude=18.5 km) in the region 4120-4130 cm- 1.
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-figure 43.-Comparis-on between 100 K aA-d 30-0 'K methane 1aboratory-spectra, and a Jpt stratospheric
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Figure 44.-Comparison between 100 K and 300 K methane laboratory spectra and a JPL stratospheric
spectrum (tang:nt a1tituu:"18.5 km) in the region 4140-4150 cm- l .
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Figure 45.-Comparison between 100 K and 300 K methane laboratory spectra and a JPL stratospheric
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